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Message from our Chair
Despite drier
conditions, the
Murraylands and
Riverland region has
continued to flourish
this year. Even with
some dramatic highs
and lows, business
confidence is on
the rise.
The biggest shock to our region this year came
in January, when the Thomas Foods International
facility was ravaged by fire, displacing 1,400 local
workers. TFI have continued to reaffirm their
commitment to the region and their workers, and I
was proud to see Regional Development Australia
Murraylands and Riverland, and the whole business
community, rally around employees and contractors
to help keep them in our region, connecting them
with jobs and helping them to upskill for new careers.
At the other end of the spectrum, we have seen
RDAMR support and advocacy rewarded with a
huge boost in the sporting sector this year. January
saw the long-anticipated opening of The Bend
Motorsport Park. In April 2018, Murray Bridge hosted
the South Australian Masters Games, with Murray
Bridge Business Alliance each ‘adopting a sport’
to make competitors and visitors welcome. To top
things off, the Murray Bridge Rowing Club secured
funding to develop a national-standard facility under
the Australian Government’s highly competitive
Building Better Regions Fund.
As the Dining Boom continues to explode, RDAMR
is playing a key role in connecting regional food and
beverage producers with new markets, new research
and new ways to add or reclaim value. Our hugely
successful Experts in Residence program brought
international experts in a range of value-adding
principles and technology to the Loxton Research
Centre, holding 52 consultations with producers
over four days. Our ambition to become a national
leader in reclaiming value from food waste was also
rewarded – a 60-partner-strong bid to establish
a Fight Food Waste CRC successfully secured
$30 million in Australian Government funding.

4
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As demand for our premium food and beverage
products grows in both local and international
markets, so too does our reputation as a tourism
destination. This has been supported by RDAMR’s
strong partnerships with Destination Riverland
and the Murray River, Lakes and Coorong Tourism
Alliance. We have welcomed new tourism operators,
and supported investment in key experiences like
Monarto Zoo Lions 360, the PS Marion’s first Tasting
Australia event, and completion of the Lavender
Federation Trail. We also brought key insights to
regional operators, delivering training in high-end
customer service and social media.
At the State level, the change of government at the
March 2018 election brought shifting priorities and
opportunities, and we have taken an agile, forwardlooking approach to adapt our business accordingly.
RDAMR has an excellent reputation for delivering
high-performing contracted services, and we look
forward to continuing to do so for this government.
We also commend the Marshall Government’s
commitment to secure funding for RDAs across
South Australia, with $3 million per year promised
to 2021/22.
I am proud to say that RDAMR continues to
deliver outstanding results. We are working hand
in hand with our region’s businesses, workers, and
community to deliver a vibrant, resilient region
that capitalises on change, embraces economic
development and prosperity and provides an
inspirational living, investment and working
environment. I am pleased to present a selection of
our achievements from 2017/18 in this Annual Report.
I extend my sincere gratitude to our hard-working
Board members, our continuously high-performing
staff, and our core partners, project partners and
regional stakeholders who make everything we
do possible.
Neil Martinson Chair

CEO Insights
Having released
our 2020
Strategic Plan
last financial
year, this year
saw the RDAMR
team really
knuckle down
and move
confidently
towards our goals, enthusiastically delivering on
our priority actions with outstanding results.

We have so much talent in our region, and often
all that is needed to unlock capability is strong
connections. That’s why we continue to support
industry associations like the Murraylands Food
Alliance and Destination Riverland, along with
hosting networking events like our Annual
Business Dinners. We also continue to bring
top-quality experts into the region to expose
our businesses to the latest approaches, insights,
markets and technology. We make it as easy as
possible for our SMEs to take the time to work
on their business instead of in it.

It has been incredible to watch our strategicallyaligned efforts translate into a real sense of
momentum in the region. Business confidence is
growing as people connect with each other, with
customers, with employers, with new markets,
and with new ways of doing things.

This year we celebrated a $220 million
Australian Goverment investment in critical
communications infrastructure, with six priority
mobile blackspots to be resolved. The next big
step change will be our regional infrastructure
audit, which will map out the most strategically
important investments to see us through for the
next ten years of growth.

Since the plan was released, the team has aligned
our efforts under four key areas – infrastructure
and logistics, capability, value added agribusiness
and services, and innovation and growth.
Innovation is a key value in our organisation –
and core to supporting our region to embrace
possibilities. We lead by example here at RDAMR
by testing our ideas, trialling them in pilot projects,
evaluating and getting them right, then scaling up
and out. This year, we proudly supported upgraded
rollouts of already highly successful programs like
Experts in Residence, MFA Jobs 4 Murraylands,
and Game Changer. These three projects – in
their own ways – support our region’s ability to
face forward, adapt and grow.
We delivered numerous initiatives for valueadded agribusiness this year, with a focus
on connecting producers and researchers to
capture more value from existing production.
The collaborative efforts of many, over years,
has seen $30 million secured for a Fight Food
Waste Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) –
with RDAMR the only RDA in this 60-member
partnership. The CRC will identify pathways for
producers to transform and commercialise farm
waste into high value goods like nutraceuticals.

Thanks to the Board for their strategic leadership,
to our partners, and to the RDAMR team that is
out working with businesses every day, doing
the hard yards to deliver our goals. We have had
a challenging year in the region with January’s
TFI fire, and the energy with which the team has
adapted to a shifting context and regional highs
and lows has been outstanding.
The entire RDAMR team is committed to
continuing to innovate, adapt and grow, hand in
hand with our regional community. We are fully
committed to implementing our 2020 Strategic
Plan and building the momentum that will see us
become a vibrant, resilient region that capitalises
on change, embraces economic development
and prosperity, and provides an inspirational
living, investment and working environment.

Jo Podoliak Chief Executive Officer
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Highlights
We jumped in

Our
innovative
pilot

To support
displaced TFI
workers, linking
them with

52

I50
We helped

33

High school
students earn and
learn in the region

We piloted
A youth leadership
program now
adopted by all
SANFL clubs

JOBS

With over
50 employers

Our
lifechanging
MFA Jobs 4
Murraylands
employment
program won
Adult Learning
Program of the
Year and Industry
Collaboration
Award

We hosted
8th Annual
Murraylands
Business Dinner
1st Annual
Riverland
Business Dinner

6

Meetings over
four days with
producers and
experts
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We completed

8 years

of Career Services

2,700+
Job seekers
supported

1,500+ employment
outcomes delivered

We facilitated

30

Small food and
beverage producers
to trial retail in
Adelaide

We supported

Our advocacy
secured

We enlightened
and connected

I,200+ $220M
I,000+
Businesses
to grow with
state-contracted
business advisory
and workforce
development
services

With our grant
assistance

3

Regional
projects
secured Building
Better Regions
Funding

We promoted

To address six
mobile blackspots

We partnered
with

60

People at 50+
business forums

Our online
portal

Leading research
and industry
organisations to
establish a $132M
Fight Food
Waste CRC

To economic and
social data, insights
and intelligence
supported evidencebased decisions
and successful
funding bids

We launched

We launched

20+

Government
programs through
our networks, daily
social media and
newsletters

For food and
beverage
professionals
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Jobs, Growth &
Investment 2016-2020
Report Summary

The Jobs, Growth & Investment
Report reveals positive business
confidence and significant growth
expectations for the region to 2020.

Businesses
plan to grow

In the
pipeline

New
Infrastructue

60%

1,500

$1B

By 2020

Jobs

Capital
investment

Planned
retail
development

$124M $14M
In proposals

Planned
tourism
development

$49M
8
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$78M
Planned piggery
and poultry
expansions

$992M
Planned wind
and solar farms
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Role of Regional Development Australia
Our vision

Our mission

A vibrant, resilient region that
capitalises on change, embraces
economic development and
prosperity, and provides an
inspirational living, investment
and working environment.

To provide a catalyst to
achieving the region’s
priorities through advocacy,
facilitation and funded
service delivery.

Who we are

What we do

Regional Development Australia Murraylands and
Riverland Inc. (RDAMR) is part of a national network of
55 associations that work with all levels of government,
business and community to support the economic
development of our regions.

Operating under a National Charter, RDA associations have
an active and facilitative role in their communities and
a clear focus on growing strong and confident regional
economies that harness their competitive advantages,
seize on economic opportunity and attract investment.

Our board of ten local business and community leaders
brings specialised skills and regional expertise in economic
development. We are funded by the Australian and South
Australian Governments, as well as the local councils of
Berri Barmera, Coorong, Karoonda East Murray, Loxton
Waikerie, Mid Murray, Murray Bridge, Renmark Paringa
and Southern Mallee.

As the regional development voice of our community, we:

Support informed regional planning
Advocate for a whole-of-government approach to
regional development

Our partners

Promote government funding opportunities with
regional businesses and community groups

RDAMR works closely with other leading development
bodies to achieve our vision.

Improve economic, environmental and social
outcomes in our region.

These partners include:
Industry and business associations
Community groups and organisations
Eight local councils
 urraylands and Riverland Local
M
Government Association
South Australian Government
Australian Government

10

Engage with our community to identify regional issues
and opportunities
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#365daysofRDA
RDAMR delivers a huge range of forums, events, business
development and educational activities every year. We use the
hashtag #365daysofRDA to showcase these diverse activities.
Over the course of this year, we have seen significant engagement
in our programs through this channel.

12
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Board

L-R: Jerry Wilson, Judd Smith, Kate Daniels, Neil Martinson, Dave Burgess, Andrew Kassebaum, Peter Walker, and Trevor Norton. Absent: Corey Blacksell

Mayor Neil Martinson Chair

Jerry Wilson

Inaugural Chair of RDAMR and Mayor of Renmark
Paringa District Council, Neil has a proud history of
service within local government, is passionate about
regional development, and is a dedicated member of
his local community.

An avid entrepreneur, Jerry has started and
oversees several small businesses. A councillor at
the Rural City of Murray Bridge, Jerry is actively
involved in numerous community organisations
including Rotary and the Community Wetlands.

Mayor David Burgess Deputy Chair

Corey Blacksell

Mayor of Mid Murray Council and past President of the
Local Government Association of SA. With a strong
history in small business and tourism, Dave manages
his own B&B and is a member of the Mannum Dock
Museum and local Progress Association.

Corey is Director of Blacksell Farms based at
Pinnaroo. A keen entrepreneur, Corey has developed
grain storage and handling marketing businesses to
accompany the farming enterprise.
Peter Walker

Kate Daniels Secretary
Kate has a strong interest in fostering regional jobs
and increasing skills and allied training for employers
and residents. She is a former member of the Murray
Mallee Local Government Association and Regional
Transport Strategy Committee.

A Riverland horticulturalist, Peter is passionate
about water security and the sustainable
development of regional food and wine production.
Peter is Chair of Destination Riverland and Board
member of the Murray River Lakes & Coorong
Tourism Alliance.

Judd Smith Treasurer, from 5 October 2016
Judd is an Agribusiness Manager for the National
Australia Bank, with an economics degree and
farming background. Originally from Karoonda,
Judd has a strong affiliation with the region and is
passionate about building strong agribusinesses.

Farewell and Welcome

Andrew Kassebaum

We welcome back Andrew Kassebaum and Peter
Walker, who re-nominated and were re-elected
for a further term. The terms of Trevor Norton and
Jerry Wilson were also extended until December
2020. Our new Members are Elaine Bensted, Jodie
Hawkes, Garry Hansen, Danny Macmahon and
Margaret Howie. We welcome all of these Board
Members and look forward to working with them
going forward.

Since retiring from the Royal Australian Air Force,
Andrew has invested in two vineyards and now serves
on the Berri Barmera Council. He is a member of the
South Australian Murray Darling Basin NRM Board and
the Berri Hotel group.
Trevor Norton
A Riverland based horticultural consultant
specialising in water management, biosecurity and
environmental issues, Trevor is an elected member of
the Loxton Waikerie District Council and Co-chair of
the Yatco Wetland Landcare Group.
14
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At the end of the financial year we said farewell to
Dave Burgess, Kate Daniels, Judd Smith and Corey
Blacksell. We thank them all for their massive efforts
working for our Board and our region.
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Strategic Plan
Our priorities, projects and operations are guided by
our 2020 Strategic Plan.
Adopted last year, the plan was developed
through extensive consultation with our regional
communities, organisations and businesses.
The plan highlights what differentiates our region
and seeks to leverage our competitive advantages.
It identifies three key strategic directives:
 xtend our lead in primary production and
E
leverage it into other sectors
 xpand the capabilities of our commercial,
E
community and government organisations
Build a single identity that unites the region.
Under these three directives sit four goals,
described below. Our biggest achievements towards
each of those goals in 2017/18 are reported in the
following pages.

1. Assist our primary production
sector to grow sustainably
Our region has long been recognised as a leader
in innovative, productive and sustainable primary
production. The sector accounts for 34% of our
gross regional product, and 20% of our jobs. It
contributes more than $1.2 billion to the South
Australian economy, outstripping the value of the
sector in any other region.
Other factors – including a strong history of
excellence in agricultural research and development,
affordable land and access to fresh water
supplies, good domestic and international freight
connections, and well-developed food and beverage
processing infrastructure – contribute to our region’s
competitive advantage in this sector.
To maintain this competitive advantage and ensure the
sustainable expansion of the industry, we will support
businesses to identify and innovate new value-adding
opportunities, increase their existing market share,
and expand into new and emerging markets.
Water is the lifeblood of the region, and energy is
needed to deliver it to farmlands. We will continue to
seek water and energy security improvements, to ensure
profitability and business confidence in the sector.

16
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2. E
 xtend our primary production
success into other sectors
With the region’s economy dominated by primary
production, there is significant untapped potential to
leverage that success to grow other industry sectors.
There is great potential for growth in agribusiness
service industries. We will continue to enable locals
to better serve the needs of our primary producers,
and to bring the supply chain back into the region.
We will identify opportunities to adapt existing
social and capital infrastructure to create benefits
in other sectors.
With a growing demand for premium food, wine
and experiences, we will identify and support
opportunities to develop new tourism offerings
and to raise awareness of existing offerings.

3. A
 ssist our commercial,
community and government
organisations to increase
their capability to deliver
value for the region
Expanding the capabilities of our region’s
organisations has long been a focus for us. Rapid
changes in technology, communication, marketing
and global trade are throwing up new challenges, and
opening new doors for delivering value for the region.
We will focus first on the most valuable economic
opportunities, including global export and
investment, applying the latest marketing and
business management practices, and sourcing
and managing labour.
With a focus on commercial innovation, we will enable
collaboration across industries and with the research
sector, foster smart specialisations, and generate
opportunities for new technologies to be implemented.

4. ‘Whole of region’ journey
to unite the region under
one identity
There is strength in unity. We will lead a brand
development program to create and promote a
unified identity for the region as a whole. The
shared identity will be leveraged by businesses,
local governments and other organisations to
attract new interest and investment into our region,
as well as attracting new residents, mitigating
outbound migration, and growing inbound tourism.
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Achievements
Goal 1. Assist our primary production sector to grow sustainably

Priorities
1.1 	Provide commercial support to businesses looking to
grow their market share and expand local production.
1.2 	Seek improvements in water and energy security for
all primary producers in the region.
1.3	Identify and nurture new value adding opportunities,
particularly in the key primary production industries
we excel in.

China Engagement Strategy
Last year, we released our updated China and Asia Trade
and Investment Strategy 2016-2020. The strategy sets out
how RDAMR and our partner councils are collaboratively
supporting regional businesses to engage in trade and
investment with Chinese buyers and investors. Our
initiatives will increase regional capability and maximise
the economic output of the region.
This year, RDAMR worked in close partnership with the
Australia China Business Council to advocate for the
South Australian Government to adopt agribusiness
sector growth targets through engagement with China.
RDAMR is encouraging agribusinesses to engage with
the Chinese market through industry collaborations,
hiring Chinese student interns, and connecting with
the unprecedented number of high-net-worth business
migrants in South Australia, who are on the lookout for
agribusiness investment opportunities.

18
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Murraylands Food Alliance
The Murraylands Food Alliance received funding through
PIRSA’s Premium Food and Wine Co-Innovation Cluster
program to pursue projects that strengthen the region’s
profile and competitive advantage, while increasing the
resilience of Alliance members.
One such project was successfully launched in October
2017. Thomas Farms Kitchen is a collaborative online
marketing and direct sales platform, which allows
consumers to select meals from a weekly menu inspired
by South Australia’s finest produce.
The recipes and pre-portioned ingredients are packed
and delivered to the consumer’s door. Pre-packed recipe
bags are also now available at selected supermarkets.
Both delivery boxes and meal bags come with custom
marketing for each supplier’s produce.
RDAMR continues to provide executive support and
advocacy to the Alliance, and to provide administrative
support to projects like this one.

Fight Food Waste & Fraud CRC

Experts in Residence Program

In Australia, food waste and loss has been estimated at
40 percent, costing $20 billion per year. The Australian
Government this year released its first National Food Waste
Strategy, with a mission to halve food waste by 2030.

We launched our pilot Experts in Residence program in
November 2017, to support the Loxton Research Centre
as a thriving hub where producers and researchers meet
to tackle problems and spark innovation.

RDAMR’s ambition is for the region to become an
Australian leader in the fight against food waste –
targeting waste created on-farm and in processing. To
work towards that, RDAMR joined forces with thirty
partners to bid to establish a $132 million Fight Food
Waste Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) that could
see food waste heavily reduced.

Growers and food and beverage producers were
able to register for free and confidential one-on-one
appointments with eight high-profile global and national
experts in value-adding principles and practices.
Expertise ranged from food safety to supply chain
accreditation, consumer trends to packaging and
protecting intellectual property.

This partnership was rewarded, with the CRC
successfully securing a $30 million grant from the
Australian Government this year.

Local businesses snapped up the opportunity, booking
52 confidential appointments with the experts.

The newly established CRC will focus on transforming food
waste into high value products such as nutraceuticals.
It will support collaborations between researchers,
industry and the community – helping industry find
pathways to transform and commercialise waste.

MFA Jobs 4 Murraylands
Our innovative partnership to prepare job seekers for
employment in the food industry took out the Industry
Collaboration Award in the 2017 South Australian
Training Awards and was a finalist in the National
awards. It was also awarded Adult Learning Program of
the Year at the 2017 South Australian Adult Learners’
Week awards.
This intensive pre-employment training program raises
workforce participation of socially disadvantaged
people and provides real pathways to job creation and
industry growth.
It has been incredibly successful, delivering consistently
life-changing results for more than 140 participants,
70 percent of whom have since moved into sustainable
employment, with an incredible 90 percent retention rate.
Following the success of the pilot, a second run of the
program was delivered in the Murraylands this year, with
an opportunity for a Riverland expansion.

In their feedback, attendees spoke of the benefits
of linking people who usually work in isolation with
industry professionals, enabling them to make new
connections and implement new ideas that add value to
their business.
Experts in Residence will return in 2018, with South
Australian Government funding secured through the
Business Excellence Fund.

Collaborative Farming Workshop
RDAMR partnered with the SA Murray-Darling Basin
NRM Board to deliver a workshop on collaborative
farming at Loxton Research Centre in November 2017,
‘The New Age Co-op: Collaborative Farming in 2017’.
23 local agribusinesses heard case studies of different
collaborative farming models, and discussed their
benefits and potential application.
Speakers came from diverse organisations, including a
community food movement working to put disused fruit
blocks back into production, and an enterprise seeking
to match aspiring farming families with retiring farmers
and investors.
This project received funding from the Australian
Government’s National Landcare Programme, RDAMR
and SAMDB NRM.

Job Connections Service
In a shocking blow to the Murraylands community, the
largest multi-species abattoir in the world was ravaged
by fire in January 2018. The 1,400 Thomas Foods
International workers onsite had to be stood down, with
many offered transfers to other sites.
RDAMR immediately jumped in to help displaced workers
find new jobs and stay in the region – with over 150 jobs
offered by over 50 employers in the local food industry.
As well as job matching, free support was offered in
resume and job application writing, along with training
to reskill for new careers. This has enabled workers
to consider their career path and take on new roles in
other industries.
The Jobs Connection Service was proudly run by RDAMR,
with funding from the South Australian Government.
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Producers in Residence

Farm to Fork

For three weeks in July 2017, thirty small food
producers from the Murraylands and Riverland
showcased their wares at the Producers in
Residence stall at Adelaide’s Central Markets, with
local chefs also spruiking food from the region at
the Demonstration Kitchen.

Farm to Fork is a new facebook networking
group for the regional food and beverage sector
to connect, collaborate and create opportunities.
Members have discussed everything from branding
and packaging advice, through to regional transport
options, direct trades between producers and chefs,
and interesting trade events.

The RDAMR-hosted stall provided a low risk and
high visibility platform for 30 small businesses to
test a retail space in Adelaide. Producers offered
tastings, got direct feedback from consumers, and
spoke with retailers and distributors.
To complement the stall, chefs from Monarto Zoo,
Thomas Farms Kitchen and Loxton Hotel featured
local produce at the market’s Demonstration
Kitchen each Saturday.
This exposure opportunity has seen small producers
successfully stock their products at local independent
supermarkets, as well as making interstate and
international connections with distributors.

20
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The idea for the group sprang from discussions
at food sector events hosted by RDAMR, like
Producers in Residence and the Functional and
Luxury Foods learning session.
Farm to Fork was developed by RDAMR and
launched at our Good Food, Good People, Good
Times event at Banrock Station in August 2017, where
over 50 industry players came together to discuss
how to cross-promote local produce in dining and
retail venues, attract top chefs to the region, and
deliver high-quality tourism opportunities.
The response to Farm to Fork has been enthusiastic,
with over 230 members signing up, and over ten
posts and 100 interactions every week.
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Goal 2. Extend our primary production success into other sectors
Priorities
2.1	Investigate how we can leverage our Primary
Production leadership to increase tourism to
our region.
2.2	Identify opportunities for leveraging our
Primary Production infrastructure to benefit
other sectors in our region e.g. transport and
storage, access to export markets, knowledge
and expertise, workforce and education.
2.3	Identify opportunities for businesses in our
region to service our Primary Producers better
than those suppliers from outside our region or
bring the supply chain back into the region.

My Open Kitchen
This year, RDAMR facilitated a subsidised online
training course for regional farmers, producers
and cooks to define their business, products, and
customers – and give them the tools to build their
story on social media.
My Open Kitchen is a self-paced, 6-week e-course
run by Rural Woman of the Year, Sophie Hansen. To
ensure it wasn’t all virtual, RDAMR facilitated weekly
face-to-face sessions for participants to meet, work
together and bounce ideas around.
The course is based on the idea that people who
buy value-added products want to know the real
story of the people behind the brands. It aims to
take the fear out of media, helping participants find
their voice and connect with a network of peers and
customers around the world.
This was the first major initiative of Farm to Fork,
a facebook networking group for local chefs,
agribusinesses and food and beverage professionals
and producers to connect and collaborate.

Mobile Blackspot Program
The Australian Government has committed
$220 million under the Mobile Black Spot Program,
investing in telecommunications infrastructure to
improve coverage along major regional transport
routes, in small communities and in a number of
identified priority locations.

Straight to the Source
Regional Tour
In May 2018, RDAMR arranged for one of Australia’s
most prominent food influencers, Tawnya Bahr
engaged with local food producers at a series of
Farm to Fork networking events held at The Davery,
Banrock Station and Pike River Villa.
Tawnya’s food consulting business, Straight to the
Source, connects chefs, food professionals and food
enthusiasts with growers and producers through
tours, masterclasses, workshops and regional farm
experiences. The business has an emphasis on
knowledge sharing and education.
Tawnya toured the region, gaining an understanding of
how regional hands-on experiences, like beekeeping
and carp fishing, could be included in industry tours
of the Murraylands. Her feedback included that our
combination of large-scale producers and boutique
growers delivers a combination of community and
commerce unique to the region.
22
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Rounds 1 and 2 have seen the implementation of
four macro cells in our region – at Meribah, Paruna,
Maggea and Pata – with two more at Mindarie and
Wynarka to be completed next year.
The Renmark Paringa Council also sought RDAMR’s
assistance to scope the feasibility of a tower near
Murtho, and present a business case to remove a
concerning mobile blackspot from our region. The
business case has been considered for investment,
as there are key drivers for tourism, innovative
agricultural technology, and seasonal harvest labour.

Goal 3. Assist our commercial, community and government organisations
to increase their capability to deliver value for the region
Priorities
3.1 	Improve regional capability by focusing first
on the most valuable economic opportunities
for the region e.g. export and investment
capability, technology application, sourcing
and managing labour, marketing and business
management practises.
3.2 	Assist other leadership organisations in the
region to improve their value to our region’s
economy.
3.3 	Generate opportunities for commercial
innovation in the region through implementing
new technologies, fostering collaboration
across industries, creation of smart
specialisations and encouraging firms to
export internationally.

ID Profiles
Up-to-date, credible demographic and economic
analysis on the Murraylands and Riverland region is
proudly provided free of charge online by RDAMR.
Regional businesses and our partner councils have
been using it to make better decisions, strengthen
business cases and support competitive grant
funding applications.

Building Better Regions Fund
In the second round of the Australian
Government’s highly competitive Building Better
Regions Fund, support from RDAMR saw the
region secure funding for three exciting projects.
The Murray Bridge Rowing Club was awarded
funding for a new $1 million facility, which is
expected to become a major rowing tourism
drawcard nationally.
The Rural City of Murray Bridge will develop a
half a million dollar education and innovation hub
aiming to deliver improved educational options and
outcomes for students in the Murray Bridge area.
Finally, Mannum’s All Steamed Up Festival received
funding through the Community Stream for an
expanded festival and funding to reproduce
Australia’s first steam driven car.
This follows the region’s success last year, where
RDAMR support helped to secure more than half
of South Australia’s infrastructure funding in Round
1 for three projects, and another two projects
gaining funding in the community stream.

The data forms a cohesive story of the region’s
local economy and community, how it is changing,
and how it compares to other areas.
Available datasets include factors like population
and age structure, occupations and qualifications,
numbers of local jobs and businesses, housing
sizes and tenures, building approvals, disability,
and volunteering.
Information is presented in clear maps, tables and
charts with concise factual commentary, and the
online tools can be can be interrogated to obtain
the needed information. The tools are maintained
using the latest data from official sources like the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The economic analysis describes the region’s role
within the broader economy, promotes our strengths
and explores options for economic development,
and allows individual businesses to understand the
wider economic impact of their activities.
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Murray Bridge Business Alliance

B2B Program Launch

The Murray Bridge Business Alliance maintains its
vision of being a strong united voice in advancing
issues of importance to its members and the
business community.

RDAMR launched a new business to business
(B2B) initiative in May 2018, to connect
professional service providers with new
clients who are actively looking to engage
their services to grow their business.

With a focus on networking and advocacy, the
Alliance provides a range of services to its members
including cross-promotion of member businesses,
hosting networking sessions and special events.
Since its establishment in 2016, MBBA has recruited
60 paid members, and developed a steering
committee of seven enthusiastic and capable leaders.
This year, they have focused on becoming the main
connection point between local council and business,
and supporting the 2018 Masters Games. Their ‘Adopt
a Sport’ program showed local business support for
over 5,000 competitors and visitors staying in the
Murraylands during this four-day event.
RDAMR proudly supports the MBBA, having been
instrumental to its formation and development,
and continues to provide executive support to its
Steering Committee.
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The program has three key elements – local
access, mentoring and business help. It aims
to build professional relationships in the
community, in order to drive the regional
economy and help sustain local jobs.
The program is subsidised, enabling regional
SMEs to access three hours of consultancy
services for a nominal fee of only $55.
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Game Changer

Careers in Schools

The Riverland was chosen as the first place in
South Australia to pilot a youth leadership and
resilience building model aimed at better preparing
young people for the challenges ahead.

To help students transition to the rapidly changing
work environment, Waikerie and Renmark High
Schools approached RDAMR to introduce real-world
career counselling in schools.

RDAMR partnered with Employers Mutual Limited,
TAFE SA, SANFL Community Football and local
sporting organisations to bring the program to
the region.

A program was developed and commenced in
Term 3, 2017. It proved popular, with 33 students
booking one-on-one appointments to identify their
capabilities, create a resume, practice interview
techniques, and discuss employment trends and
ways to tap into the hidden job market.

Twelve students completed a Certificate 4 in
Leadership and Management through TAFE SA,
with each football and netball club signing up to
Outside the Locker Room sessions with former
AFL footballer Jake Edwards. The inaugural
participants are now mentoring the next wave
of potential leaders.
The model has proved so successful that SANFL
has adopted it for all its Adelaide-based leagues.
A second regional program is also in the works.

The pilot achieved outstanding results, with
60 percent of students on a pathway to secure real
jobs. Seven secured a work placement, and 28 made
an independent decision to change course and
complete their high school education.
The project was selected from a field of
70 abstract submissions for presentation at the
Career Development Association of Australia’s
2018 national conference in Hobart.
Our aim is to replicate a refined version of the
program across the region, and potentially support
a state-wide rollout so regional students can earn
and learn without leaving their communities.
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Drones in Schools

Career Services

This project started as an interest group
facilitated by RDAMR two years ago, aiming to
explore ways to attract drone technology into
the region and entice local Riverland students to
explore this rapidly expanding area.

Since 2010, RDAMR Career Services Practitioners
have supported people across the region to
develop their careers, get qualified, get work
ready and connect with sustainable jobs in the
region. Over that time, we have helped over
2,700 job seekers and delivered over 1,500
employment and training pathway outcomes.

RDAMR partnered with Stemnation, PIRSA and
the Department of Education to pilot a program
for the four Riverland High Schools to receive
a drone each and take part in a challenge to
identify issues within a local orchard.
The aims of this project are to showcase
leading drone and robotic technology, while
giving students real-world examples of day-today problems to be solved in the horticultural
sector. It will expose students to career paths in
agribusiness, science and other related fields.

Business Services
Growing small and medium business in the
region is vital to overall economic welfare,
offering greater diversity and opportunities
for employment, investment and ripple effects
throughout the community.
Every year, RDAMR delivers a wide range of
business support and advice, from pointing
out grant opportunities and helping with
applications, to promoting relevant seminars and
workshops, to roundtable leadership support
and one-on-one coaching.
Our confidential discussions typically include
troubleshooting workforce issues, overcoming
growth barriers and navigating regulatory
hurdles. Many of the enterprises we support
are start-up ventures, but all businesses and
industries are eligible.
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Earlier this year, the new South Australian
Government announced a different direction for
skills development and jobs growth in regions.
Funded services under this program therefore
wrapped up at the close of this financial year.
We smashed our contracted 30 percent
employment outcome targets early on, so we
pursued and secured additional funding to allow
free services to be maintained in our region
until the service wrapped. By year end, we had
secured 53 percent employment outcomes for
345 clients.
Grassroots collaboration with councils,
employers, training organisations, not-for-profits,
employment service providers and community
organisations has been fundamental to our
program’s nation-leading success.
RDAMR is committed to keep collaborating
and keep supporting a strong and sustainable
workforce in our region, so from 2018/19, we will
deliver an independently-run, rebooted Career
Connections service.

Disability Workforce Hub

Regional Business Dinner Series

The number of people receiving disability support
in the Murraylands and Riverland will more than
double by 2020 as a result of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS). That means that our
region will soon have 300 extra jobs available in the
disability sector.

An 8-year strong partnership between RDAMR and
the Rotary Club of Murray Bridge builds on the strong
networks of the Rotary Club while offering inspiration,
insight and knowledge from guest speakers.

RDAMR has run the Disability Workforce Hub for the
region since 2016-17, with a mission to prepare our
regional workforce ready to meet this demand.
We supported employers in the disability sector to
recruit skilled workers and internally develop quality
staff. We worked with industry to improve the
viability of regional businesses, and helped to grow
and deliver consistent, quality services.
We have also supported the community to
understand and access the new scheme. In February
2018, we partnered with Carers SA to run two NDIS
Pre-Planning Essentials workshops. More than
50 people attended, coming away with a greater
awareness of what services and funding is available,
and how to access it.

Disability Careers
One of the Disability Workforce Hub’s contracted
services was to help regional job seekers capitalise
on the career opportunities created since the new
NDIS funding was introduced to the region in
October 2017.
With an expected increase of 300 local full-time job
opportunities in the industry, this is a vital service. This
year, we assisted 81 clients to secure 29 employment
outcomes and 10 other career pathways.

For this year’s Annual Murraylands Business Dinner,
the keynote came from Peter Wadewitz of Peats
Soils, a world leader in waste management who
espoused the advantages of running a global
enterprise from the Murrylands.
Guests were also treated to a business panel
led by local Murray Valley Standard editor, Peri
Strathearn. Peri interviewed three local business
leaders – Simon Davis of Thomas Farms Kitchen,
Rhona Parker-Benton of Brayfield Lavender, and
David Phillips of The Davery Establishment – on
their business philosophies and on how running a
business in the Murraylands is key to their success.
This year we also hosted the inaugural Annual
Riverland Business Dinner, in partnership with
the Waikerie Rotary Club. The keynote speaker
for this event was the Director and CEO of the
Adelaide Fringe Festival, Heather Croall, who spoke
passionately about her plans to expand the Fringe
into regions, especially the Riverland.
Another highlight was an ‘on the couch’ session
with three young local business leaders. Nathan
Woodrow, a Year 12 student who started his own
clothing company from home; Jarrod Loxton, who
created a pop-up burger bar in a disused shed;
and internationally recognised cellar door manager,
Jasmine Morgan at Caudo Vineyards, all gave
refreshingly candid views of the region and the leap
of faith it takes to pursue a dream.
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Goal 4. ‘Whole of region’ journey to unite the region under one identity
Priorities
4.1	Lead a regional brand development program
to create a united identity for the region
as a whole, to be leveraged by businesses,
tourism operators, local governments and
other organisations to attract new interest
and investment into our region.
4.2	Build a region wide campaign to attract
new residents, mitigate outward migration
and grow tourism to our region.

Put the Murray on your Table

One Murray River Approach

The ‘Murray River and Lands on Your Table’ brand
was created to badge the Producers in Residence
stall at the Adelaide Central Market. It now
underpins our region’s story as South Australia’s
largest food bowl, sustainably producing premium,
clean food for tables across Australia and beyond.

Formed in 2016, the SA Murray River Alliance is a
collective of regional stakeholders seeking to drive
the concept of a One Murray River Approach. The
idea is to holistically coordinate and manage key
planning, decision making and regulation along the
natural economic corridor of the River Murray.

Embraced by farmers, food and beverage producers
and manufacturers, the brand has successfully
supported marketing tools for trade events, tourism,
and social media platforms.

Using the river as the common thread, the Alliance
seeks to strengthen links between businesses,
government, universities and other research
institutions, to support strategic river-related growth
industries, and to enhance leadership and innovation
capabilities in the region.

The brand provided a unified banner for regional
food labels in an SA Life magazine feature, and was
used in the branding and launch of the Farm to
Fork Facebook Group at Banrock Station in August
2017. On social media, the brand is kept alive with
#themurrayonyourtable and an active Instagram
account with over 500 followers.
Branding initiatives like these connect consumers
with the provenance of their food, build connections
between producers, and cross-promote our local
produce, dining, retail and tourism opportunities.
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The three founding organisations – the Murray
Darling Basin NRM Board, the Murraylands and
Riverland LGA, and RDAMR – continued to work
together this year deliver outcomes for the region.

Murray River Lakes & Coorong
Tourism Alliance
The Murray River, Lakes & Coorong Tourism Alliance
(MRLCTA) was established by RDAMR and Murray
Bridge, Coorong, Mid Murray and Alexandrina
councils in July 2016. Guided by its Strategic Plan
for 2017-2020, MRLCTA is driving initiatives to
grow the regional visitor economy by 7 percent.
Investment in the Digital Marketing Strategy has
tripled monthly website visitors, grown social media
reach to more than 280,000 people per month,
and boosted our region’s tourism brand into key
domestic, interstate and international markets.

Regional Highlights Newsletter
This year we introduced our new biannual Regional
Highlights newsletter. We delivered two professionally
drafted, photographed and produced publications
that highlight the positive news stories in our region
where RDAMR played an integral role.
Readers can delve deeper into the personal side
of how we assist local industry, business and
individuals in the region to follow their passions
and achieve their goals. This tool is critical in our
strategy to communicate our regional impact to
stakeholders and funding bodies.

Other major projects this year include developing
a regional tourism map and a group planners
guide, managing in-region photo and film shoots,
developing the Murray Coorong Trail, hosting
Chinese travel industry delegations, partnering
regional food production and tourism with the
Producer in Residence popup at Adelaide Central
Market, and training sessions for operators.
MRLTCA has grown the media’s interest in our
region and tourism experiences with attention from
The Advertiser, The Australian, The Project, 5AA,
SA Weekender, South Aussie with Cosi, Backroads
and Chef Exchange (QTV China) – accumulating a
reach of millions.

Murray River Lakes & Coorong
Regional Map
From Mannum to Murray Bridge and Hindmarsh
Island to Tintinara, a new user-friendly map
highlighting the best of the Murray River, Lakes
and Coorong is now available at visitor centres and
tourism hotspots.
Featuring ‘must-see’, ‘kid-friendly’ and ‘adventure’
attractions on one side and activity ideas on the
other, the map prompts visitors to try out new
experiences and linger longer in the region.
Although locals tend to rely on their smartphones
for navigation, research shows that travellers
– particularly families and international visitors –
prefer a physical map. Info Centre volunteers have
enjoyed using the map to talk through what to see
and do, drawing on it to show which route to take
and where the attractions are.
The map is a key piece of the puzzle in consistently
promoting the region and cross-selling our tourism
offerings, and is proudly sponsored by the Murray River,
Lakes and Coorong Tourism Alliance and RDAMR.
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20I7
I8
Audited
Financial
Statements

Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Consolidated income and expenditure statement
for the year ended 30 June 2018
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Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Balance Sheet for the year ended 30 June 2018
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Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Balance Sheet for the year ended 30 June 2018
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Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Notes To and Forming Part of the Accounts
for the year ended 30 June 2018
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Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Board’s Report and Statement
for the year ended 30 June 2018
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Regional Development Australia Murraylands & Riverland Incorporated

Auditor’s Report for the year ended
30 June 2018
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